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PRINCIPLES ON CUSTOMS VALUATION

Note b the Secrota1-.riat

1o ^'.t its October 1976 meeting the Sub-.Group "Customs Matters" agreed. that the
secretariat prepare, in consultation with interest:-d delegations and as a basis
for discussion a:t en appropriate timie a revised version of the first part of
MTN/NT1I/W/51/Rev.l indicating areas of broad consensus and areas where divorgencies
exist (IITN/NTI/23 pDo Lgrlph 4). It is understood thi.t this note is not binding on any
delegation end that participants m.lade their comments on the understanding that these
comments reflected only preliminarily views on possible olemants that may be included
in any new set of international principles on customs valuation to be, adopted in the
context of multilateral trade negotiations and were not reeant to reflect their views
on current valuation principles or on the desirability of creating a new valuation
System.

2. iccording to the Sub-Groupts instructions the present note has been prepared
by the secretariat in consultations with delegations and it is based on
sections 1-12(a) of docialent IlN/1NTiTVLT/5l/Rev.1 including additional cor.mients made
orally at the October 1976 eating as well as the relevant GATT provisions, the draft
principles and draft interpretative notes worked out by Working Group 2 of the
Coimmittee on Trade in Industrial Products.
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1. NFUTRAITY

CTIP* Draft Pr.nc½?le No 1

Valuation systems should be neutral. in their effect and in no case be used as
a disguised. means of providing additional protection by artificially increasing
the value to which the rate of duty is to be applied.

The valuation system(s) should be neutral in its (their) effect rad in no case
should be used as a means of providing additional protection .

Austria (MTN!./NTMT/V/33/kdd. 4, para. (d))
Canada (MThT/NTTM/W/20/Add.2, para 23)
EEC (MTN/NTM/W/20/Add,9, para. 3)
Japan (MTN/NTM/1/20/Add.l0
Korea (MTN/NDM/W/20/Add.7)
Nordic countries (MTN/NTM1/W/20/Add l2)
Turkey (MrT/NTM/WI/33/Add.7)

.re by artificially increasing -the value to which the rate of duty is to be
a~ppli~ed

Austria (as above)
EEC (as above)
J'apan (as above)
Korea (as above)
Nordic countries (as above)

The valuation system(s) should be neutral in its (their) effect and in no case
be used as a disguised means of providing additional protection by artificially
increasing the value to which the rate of duty is to be applied or as a means of
permitting unfair competition through undervaluation Underpricing/.

Argentina (oral statement)

*CTIP = Cormittee on Trade in Industrial Products of GATT.
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Valuation systems in determining duties or other charges should be neutral in
their effect and in no case be used as a disguised means of providing additional
protection. Variable levy systems would appear particularly liable to infringe
this principle where they are based on the "most favourable purchasing
possibilities on the world market" rather than, e.g. on "representative" import
prices.

Australia (written notification)

The main objective of the rules of a customs valuation system should be to
ensure that ad valorem rates of duty are levied on actual values. A valuation
system should neither add to the protection of domestic producers nor, of equal
importance, permit the payment of duties on less than the actual value. This is
of particular importance in dealing with trade between affiliated companies.

Canada (MTN/NThI/W/20/Add.ll)

Customs valuation procedures should not constitute a protection mechanism in
themselves. This is in accord with the views put forward by the United States
Tariff Commission in its 1973 Report on Customs Valuation to the Conmittee on
Finance and the Sub-Committee on International Trade, United States Senate
("green book"); this report stated that the customs valuation system should be so
designed that "customs valuations made in accordance therewith are in effect and
to the greatest practicable degree a neutral constant in the duty formula".

The concept of neutrality implies that there should not be discrimination
between importers, without nevertheless suggesting that the customs valuation
system be used as a means of equalizing conditions of competition between one
importer and another.

EEC (MTN/NTM/W/20/Add.9, para. 3)

Mexico could concur with this principle provided the need is specified for
genuine non-discrimination in valuation systems and provided the principle does
not prevent those systemsfrom allowing the establishment of equality as between
importers where any of these have impaired it for their own benefit or to the
advantage of a third party, or from refusing prices declared to the customs
authorities that would have the effect of raising domestic production costs, of
evading income tax and of obtaining foreign exchange and/or profits through prices
that basically affect the developing countries.

Mexico (written notification)
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The current domestic value system compares favourably with the Brussels
valuation system in being neutral in its effect and meets the GATT requirement
that duty not be assessed on arbitrary or fictitious values. The current domestic
value in the exporting country is transparent and not subject to influences within
the importing country.

New Zealand (MTIN/ND/W/33/Add.22 para. (d))

Customs valuation should to the greatest practicable degree be a "neutral
constant" in the duty formula, as applied to all classes of traders thereby
permitting the rate of duty to be the sole expression of the protection intended.

United States (MTN/NTh/W/20, page 6)
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2. NON-DISCRIMhINATORY APPLICATION

CTIP Draft Priciple N

Valuation systems should be of general application without distinction as
between sources of supply.

The valuation oysto.m(z) should be applied on a general basis and. should not
allow any sort of discriL natory treatment,

Argentina (oral statement)

A major problem with wW..i ch any valuation system must deal in some precise
detail. is how to value goc.s irqpoated in arm s-length t.ransactions and in non-
arm 13 length transactions oil an. en .-uLtable basis co as not to give an advantage to
one or other category of i-Mporte-r tJhiis should be reflected in any interpretative
note to Article VII. (For detailed explanation see-I3 NT4/t/Add2, para. 2(c)).
In thi.e, connexion it might be approprhlte if the Sub-Group addressed itself to the
elaboration of or addition to o.r interpretation of the provisions of
sub-paragraph (c) of paragraph 2 of A;rticle VII.

A system that provides one set of valuation 3-u2.es on one group of products
and a different set of rules on another group of products camnot be considered to
be one which operates fairly or equitably.

Canada (MTN/NTN'/w/220/Add. 2, paras. 42(A).,
2( 1) and 2(D))

The valuation system should not discriminate between the classes of importers
or exporters or between different sources of supply.

Austria (oral statement)
EEC (oral statement)
India (IMTN/11ThI/W/3 /Ad.d. 8)
Nordic countries (oral statement)
United States (oral statement)
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The valuation system should not discriminate between the classes
or between different sources of supply.

Israel (oral statement)

The valuation system(s) should be of general application without
as between sources of supply.

of traders

distinction

Japan (MTN/NTM/'J/20/AddolO)
Turkey (MTN/NTM/ /33/Add.7)

It is considered necessary that any new international principle or rul.e
established should specify the need for genuine non-discrimination in valuation
systems

Mexico (MTN/NTM/W/33/Add.5, para. (d))
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3. RELATION WIdTHANTI-DUMPING

CTIP Draft Principle Nio 2

Valuation systems should not be used to combat dumpinge

The LC'ustorm valuation system(s) should not be used to combat dimpimg.

Canrada ( T/iTM/WI/Add. U)
EE;C (I4TN/NT;i.//20,½d 9)
Japan (MTN/WllM/,/2O/1.dd 10)
Korea (M N/NhVW/2O/Add 7)
Nordic countri:-'i (Mfl/VNTM/W/20/Add.12)
United States (oral statement)

Valuation systems used in calculation of duties or ether charges should not
be used to combat durmping. Variable. levy systems would appear to be particularly
prone to infringe this principle because they are often based on lowest world
offer prices. Such prices wculd no doubt sometimes be Jumped prices and so the
resultant levy would automatically incorporate an anti-dumping margin.

Australi.a (written notification)

Mexico agrees that urfair business practices should be combated through
ad hoc legislation. Nevertheless, this recommendation mist not be compulsive for
all countries, in particular those that are in the process of development, which
should be allowed to continue to apply their existing safeguard mechanism against
unfair business practices. In Mexico there is nc special legislation to combat
dumping and the system of official prices is therefore used for this purpose.

Mexico (written notification)
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4. UNDERVALUATION

CTIP _raftPrinciple No. 3

Valuation systems should protect trade against unfair competition arising
from undervaluation.

The valuation systems) should protect trade against unfair competition
arising from undervaluatiohn

Austria (oral statement)
EEC (NTN/NTWw/20/Aad. 9, para. 3)
Japan (ICffN/NTM/W/20/Add. 10)
Mexico (written notification)
Nordic countries (IfN/NT/WW/20/Add.l2)
United States (oral statement)
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5, CONSISTENCY WITH COIMMERCIAL PRACTICES

CTIP Draft Principle No.

Dutiable value should be based on equitable end simple criteria which do not
conflict with commercial practice.

As a practical matter, the value for duty should, to the extent possible, be
consistent with commercial practice but not, of course,, when this would permit
inequities to be tolerated. This, in the Canadian view, means that valuation
systems should have as their primary standard the actual monetary worth or value
of a product when sold at arms length and in the ordinary course of trade under
fullycompetitive conditions (i.e. open market sales).

Canada (YT2N/NTM/IW/20/Add. ll)

Dutiable value should be based on equitable criteria which do not conflict
with commercial practice.

EEC (IAITN/NTIVM//20/1Add.9% para. 1)
Japan (ICiTN/INTI4/-/V20/Add. 10)
Nordic countries (TIvf/NTM/vJ/20/Add. 12)
Mexico (written notification)

A valuation standard should be consistent with connercial practice and should
not be arbitrary or artificial and, therefore, should be based upon the transaction
price under fully competitive conditions.

United States (IvTN/NTMVW/20, page 6)
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6. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE IN COUNTRY OF IMPORTATIONS

CTIP Draft P-rinci:nle No. 6

Valua.tion systems should lkeep formalities to a minimum and valuation should
be based to the greatest, possible degree on commercial documents.

The valuation system(s) should keep formalities to a minimum anc. valuation
should be bn.ied to the greatest possible degree on commercial docuonets which are
available in the country of importation and relate to the imported goods. There
should be no obligation to produce parallel documents for purely customs purposes.

EEC (QTFN/NTIJ'IfV/20/Add.9, para. 5)
Japan (7I N/NTY/W/20/Add.10)
Nordic countries (2TNq/1\TMT/Wi/20/Add.12)

Valuation systems should keep formalities to a minimum and valuation should
be based to the greatest possible degree on commercial documents.

Mexico (written notification)
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7. SIMPLICITY

CTIP Draft Principle No.5

Dutiable value should be based on equitable and simple criteria which do not
conflict with commercial practice.

It is the view of the Canadian delegation that it is not realistic to attempt
to devise a system which is both simple, and precise and predictable. Canadian
experience has been that if a valuation system is to be precise it must be
relatively crop lex. If it is to be simple, it will be imprecse. An imprecise
system will require more discretionary action, more arbitrariness This cannot
yield any significant measure of predictability. The question therefore, is which
of these objectives should take priority.

Canada (MTN/,NTM4/W/20/Add.ll)

The customs valuation systems of various countries should be as simple and
stable as possible based on the same principle and the same criteria,

Japan (MTN/NTM/VT/20/Add.10)

Dutiable value should be based on simple criteria which do not cut across
commercial practice.

Nordic countries (MTN/NTM_1i'/20/Add.12)

To facilitate understanding and administration, a valuation standard should
be as simple as possible.

Mexico (written notification)
United States (HTN/NTH1/,J/20, page 6, para.3)
EEC (oral statement)
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8. Q~UICH CLEARANCE OF GOODS

OTIP Draft PrinciME_

Valuations systems should not prevent the quick clearance of goods.

The valuation systems) should keep formalities to a minimum and should not
prevent quick clearance of goods.

EEC (NTN/NTMrW/20/Add.9, pars. 6)
Japan (IvWN/NTMI/i/20/Add, 10)
Mexico (written notif.<ation)
Nordic countries (WJ'I4/NT/WW/20/Adda12)
United States (oral statement)
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9. CERTAINTY

GATT Article

The bases and methods for determining the value of products subject to duties
or other charges or restrictions based upon or regu.ated in any manner by value
should be stable and should be given sufficient publicity to enable traders to
estimate, with a reasonable degree of certainty, the value for customs purposes.

GATT Article X:l

Laws, regulations, judicial decisions and adminrristrative rulings of genera".
application, made effective by any contracting party, pertaining to the classifi-
cation or the valuation of products for customs purposes or to rates of duty,
taxes or other charges, or to requirements, restrictions or prohibitions on imports
or exports or on the transfer of payments thereof, or affecting their sale, distri-
bution, transportation, insurance, warehousing, inspection, exhibition, processing,
mixing or other use, shall be pv.blished promptly in such a mamner as to enable
governments and traders to become acquainted with them.

CTIP Draft Principle No. 8

The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation should
be accessible to the general public and be suf.eiciently clear and precise to
enable traders to estimate, in advances with a reasonable degree of certainL'ty, the
value of their goods for customs purposes.

The legal and administrative provisions concerning Customs valuation should be
published pror'ptly and be accessible to the general public and be sufficiently
clear and precise to enable traders to estimate, in advance, with a reasonable
degree of certainty, the value for customs purposes.

Argentina (oral statement)
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Bases and methods for determining the value of products subject to duties or
other charges or restrictions based upoa or related in any manner by value shoul].d
be given stu'ficient puiblicity to enable traders to estimate with a reasonable degree
of certainty, value for customs Purposes.

Thisobjective would appear to present particu1-ar difficulties for variable
levy systems, Because of their tendency to vary from day to day, traders are
unable to determine what levy their landed goods will attract.

Australia (written notification)

The elements of administrative discretion and arbitrariness can and should be
minimized by enacting as law all the general rules. This would permit importers
and exporters to predict dutiable value.

When separate and different rules for specified group of products are
unavoidable, the country imposing them should ensure that the products involved can
be easily identified.

Canada (?WN/NT4/W/20/Add.2 and Add.1l)

The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation should be
accessible to the general public and should be sufficiently clear and precise to
enable traders to estimate, in advance, with a reasonable degree of certainty, the
value of their goods for customs purposes.

EEC (RMWN/NTWVW/20/Add.9, para. 7)
Japan (TWN/NT1VW/20/Add.l0)
Mexico writtenn notification)
Nordic countries (!'WN/NTVW/20/Add.l)
United States (ilCN/NTi'/}W/20, page 6)

The valuation system should avoid uncertainties and should be fair and equitable.

India (I"N/NTI/N W/ 20/Add, 13)

To minimize differences in interpretation and resulting delays in making final
determinations, the elements of a valuation standard should be precise. A precise
standard would lesson the need for administrative and judicial review.

United States (WN/NTIN/W/20, page 6)
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10. BUSINESS SECRETS

GATT Article X:1

"The provisions of this paragraph shall not require any contracting party
to disclose confidential information which would impede law enforcement or other-
wise be contrary to the public interest or would prejudice the legitimate
commercial interests of particular enterprises,, public or private."

CTIP Draft Principle No._

Valuation systems and practices should take into account the need to safeguard
business secrets.

The valuation system(s) and practices should take into account the need to
safeguard business secrets.

EEC (TN/NTI/W/20/Add.9, para. 8)
Japan (IvRPN/NTI/W/20/Add .10)
Mexico (writt en notification)
Nordic countries (MTN/NTWW/20/Add .12)
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11. PJ3LICATICN OF LAWS REGULATIONS AND ADNINISTRATIVE DECISIONS - READY
AVAILABILITY OF NZEDED INFORiMA.TION TO TRADER~S AND CUSTON~S OFFICIALS

GATT Article VII :.

The bases and methods for deten.i-^ning the value of products subject to
duties or other charges or restrictions based upon or regulated in any manner
by value should be stable and should be given sufficient publicity to enable
traders to estiz-,ate, with a reasonable degree of certainty the value of customs
purposes.

GATT Article X

1. Laws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative rulings of
general application, Limde effective by any contracting party, pertaining to the
classification or the valuation of products for customs purposes or to rates of
duty, taxes or other charges, or to requirements, :Restrictions or prohibitions
on imports or exports ox on the transfer of paymeiin½s thereof, or affecting their
sale, distribution, transportation, insurance, warehousing, inspection: exhibition,
processing, mixing or other use, shall be published promptly in such a manner as
to enable governments and traders to become acquainted with them ...

2. Wo measure of general application taken by any contracting party
effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an
established and uniform practice, or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement,
restriction or prohibition on in½orts, or on the transfer of payments thereof,
shall be enforced before such measure has been officially published.

The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation should
be accessible to the general public and be sufficiently clear and precise to
enable traders to estimate, with a reasonable degree of certainty, the value of
their goods for customs purposes.
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The legal and administrative provisions and decisions of general application
concerning customs valuation should be published and should be readily accessible
to the general public.

Argentina Zadd "promptly" after "published"]7
Austria (FEDN/NTWW/33/Add.4 para. (b))
Caneda (written notification)
Ei.IC (1oi5NI/NTqT /W/33/Add.l, para. (b))
Iran (i5IN/NT1/W/33, para. B )
Japan (Ii/ TW/W33/Add.3, para. 2(2)(b))
M\exico (iM/iiMT/WW/33/Add.5, para. (b))
New Zealand (1ffNT/NT4/W/33/Add.2 and Cor- .l)
Spain (ITN/1/NTT1V/W33./Add.6, para. (b))
United States (1,WN/NTWiVW12O, page 8)
Turkey (iwN/NTiVWW/33/Adc . 7)
India (iT'JT/INTIWW/33/Add. 8)

The following opirLions have been expressed on the question whether admini-
strative decisions related to specific cases should be also publisheda:

- EEC: orly to those affected by them (1i'N/NTIH/W/33/Add.l para. (b))

- New Zealand: only to the parties directly involved
(iMTN/NTWVW/33/Add.2 and Corr.l)

- United States: the legal and regulatory provisions and all administrative
decisions (11/INNTYjWW/20 page 8)

- India: important administrative decisions having general and direct
interest to the trade (I,21iT/NTWWVTi/33/Add.8 page 2)

- Japan: only decisions of general application (MTN/NTW1W/33/Add03)

The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation as well
as principles emerging from appeal cases shall be published.

Nordic countries (NTN/NT1iVW/2Q/Add.12)

The information required to administer a customs valuation standard should be
readily available to traders and customs officers. 1Nkany customs valuation
standards in current use involve rec,,uireermts fo:- which the needed information is
difficult to obtain within a reasonable time. If at all, a full administration of
such requirements inevitably leads to delays in the final determaination of
dutiable value.

United St~ates (N'N/NTI4/W/20, page 6)
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12. INCORPORATMT OF VAT4UJATIONPRH STONS IN A PUBLIC LAW

CuL.stoms valuati.on provisions should be set out in public law. Given the
ride range of commercial practices and the related difficulty of stating precisely
in legal terminology' the legal rules to be followed in relation to every class of
transaction, there is bound to be need for the exercise of administration; discretion
in the application of va'h:tion provisions. This is provided for in Article VII,
specifically in sub-pare.graprh 2(c). However, to the extent practicable, a
customs valuation system, like other instruments of co)imiercial policy, should
avoid undue administrative discretion and arbitrariness. To that end, the
measurement of each ele-ment or allowance necessary to calculate. an actual value
should be by reference to an actual element of price in an actual transaction, or
transactions. Ti-ds consideration makes a valuation system relatively complex,
because the system of law has to reflect the wide variety of co ,ercial practices.
The elements of administrative discretion an"Arbitrarinefi can and should
nevertheless be mciinimized by enacting as law all the general rules. This would
permit iitporters and exporters to predict dutiable value.

The Canadc.ian delegation considers, however, that paragraph 5 of Article VII
does not go far enough in requiring contracting parties to narrow the scope of
administrative discretion and arbitrariness and to incorporate their valuation
systems in the structure of public law. It would appear that Article X of the
General Agreement imposes obligations that go a good deal beyond the provisions
of paragraph 5 of Article VII.

Canada (ivWN/ITTI/TAW/20/Acldd.2, para. 2(D))


